1982 Ferrari N/A 512 BB I

£395,000
OVERVIEW
Registered

1982

Fuel Type

Petrol

Engine Size

4.9 l

Transmission

Manual

Exterior Colour

Red

Mileage

44,500 miles

TRADITIONAL FERRARI COLOUR COMBINATION, TOTALLY ORIGINAL UN RESTORED INTERIOR,
MECHANICALLY PERFECT, FULL POST STORAGE RE COMMISSIONING BY MARQUE SPECIALIST
NICK CARTWRIGHT, MORE DESIRABLE FUEL INJECTION MODEL, 2 OWNERS FROM NEW Multi
award-winning prestige car dealership John Holland is delighted to bring to the market this stunning
Ferrari 512 BBi from its own private collection. Purchased by ourselves well over 4 years ago this rare fuel
injection example which had only had 1 former keeper had been in dry storage for sometime. Following a
full re commissioning by Nick Cartwright costing over £40k it has also been annually maintained by Nick
subsequently. Finished in the classic Ferrari Colour combination of Rosso Corsa with a stunning un
restored original Crema and Bordeaux Interior. Supplied new by Lancaster Ferrari Essex to Mr Wiltshire
of Surrey the vehicle was subsequently purchased by its second owner from Meridian Modena Ferrari in
1986 who kept it 28 years until selling it ourselves. The vehicle is supplied with a detailed service history
including all the original owners manuals and wallet. Having viewed many similar vehicles that have been
offered in recent years we can confidently state our example offered here is in a league above the rest in
terms of quality, originality and pedigree so if its the best 512BBi you are looking for then you have just
found it. John Holland has been established for over 40 years supplying a premium level of service in the
sale of sports, prestige and collectors cars. We have a team of experienced buyers who hand pick our
cars from all parts of the UK so you can buy with confidence all vehicles are HPI Clear and prepared to
the highest standard, full dealer facilities available call the sales team for further information.To enquire
on this vehicle outside of our business hours please call Rob or James on 07973676959. Do you have a
similar vehicle to sell, if so please call our premium car buyer Tony on 01142 565540 or out of hours
07770 587175.
Tel: +44 (0)114 2565040 John Holland, Meadowhall Riverside, Meadowhall Road, Sheffield, United Kingdom, S9 1BW.
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information above, however, errors may occur. Do not rely entirely on this information
but confirm with us about items which may affect your decision to purchase.

